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acoustics.

|  hush

We offer a number of acoustic 
solutions for the workplace  
including Hush Acoustic Pods.
Acoustics in the workplace is something that is often overlooked  
but much research and various studies have been conducted 
regarding the positive effect of acoustics and the associated  
influence on productivity and wellbeing.

It’s acknowledged that workers are more productive in a less  
noisy or  coustically treated environment, and this has become  
an important consideration in office interiors.

Visit our website to view our full seating range.
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Hush: flexible 
acoustic spaces 
designed for 
concentration, 
privacy and 
comfort.
Sound-proofed panels and laminated 
acoustic glass panels reduce noisy 
distractions, helping you focus and 
providing privacy. 

Hush booths have anti-virus coating  
and effective ventilation to protect and 
keep you cool while you work.

Ventilation system keeps the air  
inside fresh at all times.

Smart power and lighting for efficient 
energy and working. 

Scalable modules for flexible workspaces.

|  hush
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HushPhone
Office phone calls have 
never been so comfortable 
with HushPhone.
By creating space for solo phone calls or virtual 
meetings the HushPhone makes a shared space 
personal. Thoughtfully designed to offer the flexibility 
of a soundproof room that can be assembled and 
placed anywhere you see fit.

HushPhone Dimensions
1000w x 900d x 2230h mm

1.  LED light with motion sensor

2. Ventilation with motion sensor

3. Power module (1 power, 2 USB)

4. Tempered, laminated acoustic glass door  
 with high quality handle

5. Acoustic glass rear wall

6. Ergonomic shelf/storage

7. Fold-away laptop table

8. Acoustic lined fabric panels

9. Integral carpeted floor

10. Optional floor mounted stool

11. Leveling feet

12. Anti-collision door marking

13. Integrated castors

|  hush
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telephone       
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CLICK HERE TO VIEW FULL RANGE AND FABRIC OPTIONS- > 

https://editoffice.eu/products/?category=%2FAcoustic%20Pods
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HushWork

|  hush

HushWork acoustic office 
pod is an ideal, 1-person 
space for deep work and 
heads-down tasks.  
With ample power sockets and strong wifi signal, 
connection is never lost. It creates a comfortable 
workspace allowing individuals to detach from 
bustling environments and office noise.

1. Led ceiling light with dimmer

2. Option to add Bluetooth speaker

3. Ventilation system activated by  
 a presence sensor

4. Anti-collision door marking

5. Tempered, laminated acoustic glass door  
 with high quality handle

6.  Desk with manual adjustment height 
 range 670-1250 mm / 26-49 in

7.  Independent, manual smooth lighting  
 and ventilation rotary knobs

8.  Power module (power+USB+RJ45)

9.  Laminated front and back acoustic glass panels

10.  Leveling feet

11.  Removable front panel for pallet jack

1 User Focused work 
that requires 

concentration

Video  
conferences

Sit and  
stand work
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CLICK HERE TO VIEW FULL RANGE AND FABRIC OPTIONS- > 

https://editoffice.eu/products/?category=%2FAcoustic%20Pods
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|  hush

Why is HushWork 
a unique office solution? 

acoustics.
The upholstery and double glazed door  
with acoustic film absorbs sound for a quiet 
space, conducive to concentration.

ergonomics.
Manual height-adjustment system for 
dynamic sit/stand working with a smooth 
transition between desk heights.

mobility.
The HushWork pod has been cleverly 
designed so it can be relocated without  
having to disassemble.

dimensions.
With a footprint of less than two square 
meters, HushWork easily fits almost any 
office space.

HushWork Dimensions
1600w x 1300d x 2300h mm

HushWork.Sit&Stand Dimensions
1600w x 1300d x 2300h mm

|  hush

1600 mm 1600 mm

2300 mm 2300 mm

1300 mm
1300 mm

CLICK HERE TO VIEW FULL RANGE AND FABRIC OPTIONS- > 

https://editoffice.eu/products/?category=%2FAcoustic%20Pods
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HushHybrid
For better video conferences 
and hybrid work.
HushHybrid is a solution dedicated to focused individual 
work and longer video conferences, as well as online 
training and webinars. The cabin has a comfortable, soft 
seat that helps to maintain an upright body position, 
and the mounted handle allows you to hang an all-in-
one computer or a monitor.

HushPhone Dimensions
1244w x 900d x 2230h mm

1.  LED ceiling light run by motion sensor

2. Efficient ventilation run by motion sensor

3. Tempered, laminated acoustic glass door  
 with high quality handle and hinges

4. Anti-collison glass manifestation safety sticker

5. Laminated acoustic glass rear panel

6. VESA mount

7. Power module (single power, double USB)

8. Control panel

9. Tabletop

10. Acoustic lined fabric panels

11. Upholstered soft seating

12. Integral carpeted floor

13. Leveling feet

14. Integrated castors

|  hush

Private calls 
and video 

conferences

Webinars, both 
as a speaker and 

participant

Focused work 
that requires 

concentration
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CLICK HERE TO VIEW FULL RANGE AND FABRIC OPTIONS- > 

https://editoffice.eu/products/?category=%2FAcoustic%20Pods
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Focused work 
that requires 

concentration

Video 
conferences

Confidential 
telephone 

conversations

2 Users

HushTwin
HushTwin is comprised of 
two conjoined pods, each  
with its own sofa, desk, 
lighting, and ventilation.
HushTwin is larger than hushPhone but  
smaller than hushWork; both ‘halves’ provide  
the essential amount of space to work. For teams 
who need multiple private work areas in their small 
office, hushTwin delivers in its efficient use of space.

HushTwin Dimensions
2150w x 900d x 2300h mm

1. Led ceiling light with dimmer

2. Ventilation system activated  
 by a presence sensor

3. Anti-collision door marking

4. Laminated acoustic glass rear wall

5. Tempered, laminated acoustic glass door  
 with high quality handle

6. Acoustic lined fabric panels

7. Independent, manual smooth lighting  
 ventilation rotary knobs

8. Power module (power+USB+RJ45)

9. Two upholstered benches

10. Leveling feet

11. Removable front panel for pallet jack

|  hush
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CLICK HERE TO VIEW FULL RANGE AND FABRIC OPTIONS- > 

https://editoffice.eu/products/?category=%2FAcoustic%20Pods
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HushMeet
Conduct meetings in  
a comfortable and secure 
environment with advanced 
acoustic solutions.
The closed space provides a feeling of privacy 
which ensures that everyone within the HushMeet 
can feel at ease. The pod is an excellent alternative 
to small conference rooms and can be placed 
wherever you want.

1. Anti-collision door marking

2. Tempered, laminated acoustic glass door  
 high quality handle

3. Laminated front and back acoustic glass panels

4. Acoustic lined fabric panels

5. Led ceiling light with dimmer

6. Ventilation system activated  
 by a presence sensor

7. Option to hang a TV screen on the central panel

8. Independent, manual smooth lighting  
 and ventilation rotary knobs

9. Power module (power+USB+RJ45)

10. Two upholstered benches

11. Removable front panel for pallet jack

12. Leveling feet

|  hush

Private meetings Creative work Group video 
conferences

1-4 Users
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CLICK HERE TO VIEW FULL RANGE AND FABRIC OPTIONS- > 

https://editoffice.eu/products/?category=%2FAcoustic%20Pods
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HushMeet Dimensions
2150w x 1390d x 2300h mm

HushMeet.S Dimensions
2150w x 900d x 2300h mm

|  hush

Why is HushMeet 
a unique office solution? 

facilities.
HushMeet is an independent space  
powered by electricity, providing 
comfortable conditions during meetings. 

dimensions.
Its compact footprint only occupies the 
space needed for two standard workstations.

mobility.
The HushMeet pod has been cleverly 
designed so it be relocated without  
having to disassemble.

acoustics.
The upholstery and double glazed door  
with acoustic film effectively absorb sound.

2150 mm 2150 mm

2300 mm 2300 mm

1390 mm 900 mm

CLICK HERE TO VIEW FULL RANGE AND FABRIC OPTIONS- > 

https://editoffice.eu/products/?category=%2FAcoustic%20Pods
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HushMeet.L
Important meetings 
deserve convenient space.       
HushMeet.L is the perfect 
alternative to traditional 
conference rooms.
Hush Meet L provides a large acoustic pod  
created for meetings where up to 8 people  
can comfortably meet. The large floorspace  
allows you to build your perfect meeting pod. 

HushMeet.L Dimensions 
2600w x 1800-3600d x 2300h mm

1. Laminated front and back acoustic glass panels

2. Tempered, laminated acoustic glass door  
 with high quality handle

3. Acoustic lined fabric panels

4. Led ceiling light with dimmer

5. Ventilation system activated  
 by a presence sensor

6. Option to hang a TV screen on the central panel

7. Independent, manual smooth lighting  
 and ventilation rotary knobs

8. Power module (power+USB+rJ45)

9. Optional – conference table

10. Removable front panel for pallet jack

11. Leveling feet

12. Anti-collision door marking

|  hush

Highly private 
meetings

Formal 
meetings

Up to 8 
users
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CLICK HERE TO VIEW FULL RANGE AND FABRIC OPTIONS- > 

https://editoffice.eu/products/?category=%2FAcoustic%20Pods
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HushMeetOpen
HushMeet.open is  
designed for informal 
meetings in the office.
It is the independent space, ideal for conversations 
in small teams. The semi-open form is more 
affordable for users, and ergonomic sofas ensure 
comfort during longer meetings. HushMeet.open 
promotes creativity and openess to new ideas.

1.  Acoustic lined fabric panels

2.  Led ceiling light with dimmer

3.  Option to hang a TV screen on the central panel

4.  Independent, manual smooth lighting  
 rotary knob

5.  Power module (230V+USB+RJ45)

6.  Compact desk

7.  Two upholstered benches

8.  Leveling feet

9.  Removable front panel for pallet jack

10. Laminated back acoustic glass panels

|  hush

Private meetings1-4 Users Creative work
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CLICK HERE TO VIEW FULL RANGE AND FABRIC OPTIONS- > 

https://editoffice.eu/products/?category=%2FAcoustic%20Pods
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Why is HushMeetOpen 
a unique office solution? 

comfort.
Two upholstered benches with rear  
armrests ensure the comfort of use.

dimensions.
It only occupies the space needed  
for two standard workstations.

mobility.
The pod has been designed so it  
 be moved without disassembly.

acoustics.
The upholstery and double glazed door  
with acoustic film effectively absorb sound.

HushMeet.Open Dimensions
2150w x 1390d x 2300h mm

HushMeet.Open.S Dimensions
2150w x 900d x 2300h mm

|  hush

2150 mm 2150 mm

2300 mm 2300 mm

1390 mm 900 mm

CLICK HERE TO VIEW FULL RANGE AND FABRIC OPTIONS- > 

https://editoffice.eu/products/?category=%2FAcoustic%20Pods
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Pathogenic microorganisms develop on the top  
of desks and other surfaces frequently touched by 
employees  people visiting the office, which increases  
the risk of transmission of disease. 

Transmission of viruses and other microbes occurs 
between people by direct or indirect contact with an 
infected person. The infection is acquired through droplet 
transmission between a sick and a healthy person and 
through the transmission of the virus to the mouth, eyes, 
or mucous membrane of the nose. Infection can also 
occur through contact with a contaminated surface with 
a sick person’s secretions.

Ensuring the safety of office 
space use is essential.

|  hush

Safe space  
under control Why is it a safe solution? 

The coating is durable and stays at least 12 months on the surface. 
The nanoparticles do not tear off from the surface even under 
abrasion, scratching, and surface cleaning. Make sure that you  
follow the rules of cleaning and care of Hush booths. 

The nano-layer eliminates over 80% of viruses, bacteria and fungi 
on the surface it covers (99.9% under laboratory conditions).   
It prevents the growth of fungi and moulds, neutralises spores, and 
destroys pathogens due to its anti-virus and anti-microbial properties. 

The product is harmless, odourless and completely neutral to 
human health. Research confirms that nanoparticles are not 
absorbed through the skin and are, therefore, completely safe for 
humans. 
 
The product has a positive toxicological opinion, positive results of 
the control of air in a room as well as certificates (compliance with 
PN-EN 1040 and 1275; ISO 22196:201).

Anti-virus 
coating

All surfaces in Hush booths that are often touched have been 
coated with a thin nano-photocatalyst coating that counteracts 
the development of viruses and microbes.

Under the influence of light, both natural and artificial, the coating 
acquires disinfecting properties. This disinfecting process is 
continuous and lasts no less than 12 months from the moment  
the coating is applied.

Effective ventilation affects both the well-being and efficiency  
of activities, as well as the maximisation of safety of booth use.

The fast exchange of air ensures the safety and comfort of use.  
The replaced air is fresh and free from contamination.

Efficient
ventilation

CLICK HERE TO VIEW FULL RANGE AND FABRIC OPTIONS- > 

https://editoffice.eu/products/?category=%2FAcoustic%20Pods
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|  hush

Hush is compliant with the ISO 14001 Environmental 
Management System Standard.

Hush products are packed and delivered in recycle 
friendly light cardboard boxes without metal staples, 
making them easy to segregate. 

All wooden components used in Hush have 
Environmental Product Declaration (EPD) according 
to ISO 14025 and are marked with FSC certificate. 

Hush use paper baling equipment – it allows Hush  
to pack waste paper in a way that allows recycling  
in the future.

Ensuring the safety of office 
space use is essential.

Sustainable  
solutions Hush is designed to be energy efficient. All pods are equipped with a 

motion or presence sensor that activates light and ventilation. 

The height-adjustable table used in hushWork.sit&stand is based 
on a counterweight system –it is manually controlled and uses no 
power at all. 

Hush products may feature flame-retardant materials, including 
textiles, upholstery infill padding, outer panels and carpet liners.

Carcass fire behaviour category EN 13501-1, D-s1,d0.

The Wool fabric used in Hush products is compliant with CAL 117, ASTM 
E84, BS 5852-0 and BS-EN 1021-1.

Mikomax can provide products with BS 5852 compliant non-
flammable foam. The non-flammability of carpet liners is certified 
per EN 1307:2014 and EN 14041:2008-05.

When applicable, Hush Pods are being equipped with sprinkler 
preparation and anti-seismic anchorage system.

Mikomax has operated for many years in compliance with the ISO 
9001 management system standard. 

Hush products are delivered with the CE marking to prove 
compliance with the requirements for EC Declarations of Conformity.

Hush meeting pods and booths are manufactured in Mikomax 
Smart Office ISO 9001 and 14001 certified production facility in Poland, 
using all premium wood products that are tested, certified and 
labelled to meet TSCA Title VI or CARB Phase II standards regarding 
formaldehyde emission.

Hush only use safety glass in Hush pods. Door glass is tempered and 
laminated. The rest of the glass panels are laminated.

For wooden components Hush use laminates impregnated with 
melamine resin with a sealed surface. They are easy to clean, 
they can be disinfected very well, and they also have antibacterial 
properties regarding to ISO 22196.

Energy
efficiency

Fire
safety

Material 
safety

CLICK HERE TO VIEW FULL RANGE AND FABRIC OPTIONS- > 

https://editoffice.eu/products/?category=%2FAcoustic%20Pods
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Your first step 
to a world of  
silence and focus.

|  justbooth

just simple.
We believe that the simplest solutions  
are the best. Justbooth is constructed  
from simple elements. 

Two people are enough to quickly assemble 
the booth and start working in silence.

just silent.
We believe that everyone deserves  
a calm working atmosphere. 

That is why we have created an affordable 
solution, which will guarantee the highest 
comfort of acoustics that fits into every office.

just efficient.
We know that proper air circulation 
ensures well-being and clarity of mind. 

Effective ventilation of the Justbooth pod 
means constant comfort and access to 
fresh air. 

just universal.
Simple and casual design will look  
good in any room. 

It is possible to personalise the order. You 
can choose the external colour of the booth 
and the colour of the upholstery inside.

just convenient.
The interior of our booth was designed  
with precision and attention to every detail. 

The ergonomic table has an optimal size, 
suitable for work on a laptop or tablet.  
It is equipped with special holders for video 
conferencing accessories. The power outlet 
guarantees a constant supply of energy.

just experienced.
We’ve grown from the six years’ experience 
of Hushoffice – a premium acoustic pod 
brand which is already known in more  
than 40 countries worldwide. 

We’ve used all the know-how and best 
practices of Hushoffice to help you find your 
inner peace while working at the office.

CLICK HERE TO VIEW FULL RANGE AND FABRIC OPTIONS- > 

https://editoffice.eu/products/?category=%2FAcoustic%20Pods
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Just4Me Booth

|  justbooth

Just4Me is designed to support  
you while keeping you free  
from office distractions.
Justbooth is an affordable solution which will guarantee  
the highest comfort of acoustics. The interior of the booth is 
designed with precision detail. The ergonomic table has an optimal 
size, suitable for work on a laptop or tablet. The Justbooth motion 
sensor air ventilation provides access to fresh air while working.

1.  Energy-saving light

2.  Air ventilation activated by motion sensor with shutdown delay

3.  Ergonomic natural oak shelf with cup holder and tablet recess

4.  Pod interior finishes in 5 fabric colour choices

5.  Acoustic surfaces

6.  Glass door with acoustic foil

7.  Power socket 230V + 2 USB

8.  Carpet floor

9.  Levelling feet adjustable to 20 mm

Cosmos GreyWhite

Exterior Colours Interior Colours

Sunset Peony Lemon Rock Teal

1

4 5

67

8

9

2
Just4Me Dimensions
 1000w x 900d x 2230h mm

CLICK HERE TO VIEW FULL RANGE AND FABRIC OPTIONS- > 

https://editoffice.eu/products/?category=%2FAcoustic%20Pods
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Just4You Booth

|  justbooth

Just4You meeting booth will offer 
you an affordable solution with 
the highest comfort of acoustics.
A premium acoustic pod that offers a calm working 
atmosphere even in the busiest of offices. The booth  
is perfectly sized for one/two people and offers enough  
space for laptop or tablet work.

Exterior Colours Interior Colours

Cosmos GreyWhite Sunset Peony Lemon Rock Teal

1.  Energy-saving light

2.  Air ventilation activated by motion sensor 
 with shutdown delay

3.  Ergonomic natural oak table with cup holder 
 and tablet recess

4.  Pod interior finishes in 5 fabric colour choices

5.  Acoustic surfaces

6.  Glass door with acoustic foil

7.  Power socket 230V + 2 USB

8.  Carpet floor

9.  Levelling feet adjustable to 20 mm

Just4Me Dimensions
2150w x 900d x 2230h mm1
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CLICK HERE TO VIEW FULL RANGE AND FABRIC OPTIONS- > 

https://editoffice.eu/products/?category=%2FAcoustic%20Pods
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soft seating.

|  soft seating

We offer a vast range of seating 
options including conference, 
executive, operative, stools and more. 
Our seating product offer is one of our largest collections. Many  
of our chairs are crafted by talented, award winning designers  
with ergonomics and well-being at the forefront of design.

The diverse range of chairs offer many features including height 
adjustable, lumbar support, backrest tilt, seat depth and much more.

Visit our website to view our full seating range.
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1.  The entire frame of the lounge  
 chair is made of plywood.

2.  The interior is upholstered in  
 high-quality Italian wool.

3.  Inside, a seatpad, armrest,  
 backrest, and headrest are  
 formed as separate modular  
 elements.

4.  A11's Sliding front panel allows  
 the user to detach from the  
 surrounding environment

5.  Built-in USB port.

6.  Four-star, chrome-plated  
 swivel base.

A11 Dimensions
870w x 940d x 1650h mm

A11 Open Dimensions
870w x 940d x 1600h mm

A11 Lounge Chair
A modern, designer, futuristic  
and functional lounge chair.
Available in closed version – A11 – and open – A11.open. It allows you 
to create your own private space, where you can escape from the 
day’s hustle and bustle. At the same time, the A11 provides the comfort 
associated with luxury and a unique experience that will enrich your 
working day and those moments of relaxation.

|  soft seating
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CLICK HERE TO VIEW FULL RANGE AND FABRIC OPTIONS- > 

https://editoffice.eu/products/?category=%2FAcoustic%20Pods


Ireland
Unit 1F, Eastlink Business Park,
Carrigtwohill, Co. Cork.
Tel: +353 (0)1 443 3599


